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Fleet One
Innovative solutions for fishing

Fleet One has been designed to meet the specific operational demands of the 
near-shore fishing industry. It delivers data and voice simultaneously through a 
compact antenna, with specialised pricing plans and seasonal flexibility.

Access to communications at sea helps 
with fishing operations such as navigation, 
route planning and optimisation, fish 
finding, catch reporting and fisheries 
e-reporting.

For fishermen, access to low-cost calls and 
email keeps them in touch with home and 
boosts morale. They can check the news 
and sports reports - all while keeping a tight 
control on costs. 

Fleet One operates on Inmarsat’s I-4 
satellites which are rigorously tested and 
proven as the go-to choice for commercial 
mariners around the world.

Safety services
Fleet One supports Inmarsat’s free‘505’ 
safety service, which in an emergency 
directs a call straight through to a Maritime 
Rescue Co-ordination Centre (MRCC) – no 
matter how bad the weather conditions. So 
you can set sail knowing that your life is in 
safe hands.

Connectivity
Fleet One has a standard “plug and play” 
Ethernet connection to a computer, and 
with an optional wireless router can support 
smartphones, tablets and additional 
laptops - allowing multiple users to access 
the internet at the same time.

Unrivalled reliability
You can depend on Inmarsat, whatever the 
weather conditions. We provide the most 
robust communications links, with average 
network availability greater than any mobile 
phone provider and exceeding 99.9%. 

Fleet One terminals are specifically 
designed for use within the maritime 
environment.

The terminal is quick and easy to install, 
with additional Wi-Fi capability to allow 
access to smartphones/tablets as at 
home. The terminals have been tested and 
approved to Inmarsat’s exacting standards. 
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extent permitted by English law. INMARSAT is a trademark of the International Mobile Satellite Organisation, the Inmarsat LOGO is a trademark of Inmarsat (IP) Company Limited. Both 
trademarks are licensed to Inmarsat Global Limited. © Inmarsat Global Limited 2015. All rights reserved. Fleet One Fishing February 2015.

Fleet One service

Cost-effective
With Fleet One, you can have performance 
and flexibility at affordable prices. Terminals 
are low cost, with a choice of airtime pricing 
to suit your needs. You don’t have to 
commit to a lengthy contract and you can 
suspend use outside of fishing seasons. 
Alternatively, competitive rates are available 

Fleet One coverage
Fleet One is supported by Inmarsat’s global 
network coverage and capability, ensuring 
you are never out of touch wherever you are. 

This map depicts Inmarsat’s expectations of coverage, but does not represent a guarantee of service.  
The availability of service at the edge of coverage areas fluctuates depending on various conditions. 
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Voice and data Voice only

Easy installation

Fleet One can be quickly and easily 
installed and set up on your boat. 
Terminals operate globally and 
standardised user interfaces are 
used by all manufacturers.

on a pre-paid voucher with no commitment 
required. It makes global voice and data 
easily accessible, enabling you to achieve 
greater operational efficiency and improve 
crew welfare whilst keeping the costs of 
communications affordable.

Antenna
from

Diameter 27.5 cm

Height 22.1 cm

Weight 2.5 kg

Features

Data 
Standard IP

Up to 100kbps

Voice 4kbps AMBE+2

SMS
Standard 3G  

(up to 160 characters)

Fleet One equipment

Applications
Fleet One supports an extensive range of 
applications:

The Fleet One service is offered with two 
different terminal options. Both have 
stabilised directional antennas providing 
the same service and meet Inmarsat and 
IEC standards. 

What’s more Fleet One is designed for 
fishing boats and offers tailored pricing in 
key fisheries grounds. 


